What is AIC?
• Adapt P(z) to model P(z). (Adaptive system ID)
• Adapt C(z) to control P(z). (Adaptive feedforward control)
• Adapt X (z) to cancel disturbances. (Adaptive disturbance canceling) 
An Adaptive Filter
• An adaptive filter has: an input x k , an output y k , and a "special input" d k called the desired response.
• An error signal e k is computed: e k = d k − y k . The error signal is used to adjust the internal parameters of the filter.
• Many algorithms (e.g. LMS, RLS) may be used. RLS in particular is very fast. 
SISO Feedforward Control
• No desired response exists for C(z). Desired response only available at plant output.
• Note, however, that P(z)C(z) = C(z)P(z). Therefore, 
Training a Disturbance Canceler, SISO
• Want z −1 P(z)X (z) = −1 in order to cancel disturbance completely.
• This would give non-causal X (z). However, by minimizing the MSE between both sides of the equation, we get the optimal causal disturbance canceler.
The Problem with MIMO AIC
• MIMO systems may be represented as matrices of SISO transfer functions (e.g., [H (z)]).
• Matrix multiplications do not commute.
. Therefore, the simple method for adapting SISO controllers and disturbance cancelers will not work.
The novel approach of this paper is to use the transposition identity to adapt a MIMO controller and disturbance canceler.
Filter Transposition
• How do we transpose a filter?
• Consider a 3-input 2-output filter [H (z)] and its transpose.
• In terms of impulse-response matrices, this might look like 
2-Input 1-Output Result

